
The BoilerMaster HIU is capable of 
160kW output to heating, via a 
plate heat exchanger drawing from 
a district heating or external 
heating main.

Fitted with an electronically 
controlled pressure independent 
control valve, the incoming flow 
from the heating main is regulated 
to a specified rate to achieve the 
required output to the secondary 
heating circuit.  It is also possible to 
isolate the primary circuit by 
activating the electronic control 
head.
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SYSTEM COMPONENTSBoilerMaster 160kW Single Plate HIU, 1 CH Zone

A heat meter is fitted to the primary circuit to enable accurate measurement of heat consumption, flow rate and temperature.  
There are also a number of temperature and pressure gauges to allow manual reading.

The secondary heating circuit is controlled by a 2 port motorised valve, which has an integrated auxillary switch to allow pump 
control.  External controls must be fitted to provide a heating call signal, which in turn will activate the control valves on the 
primary and secondary circuits, along with the heating pump (by others).

NOTE: The secondary heating circuit must be fitted with the correctly sized expansion vessel and safety relief valve.

The unit comes in an insulative EPP casing with a rigid back board to enable the unit to be wall mounted.
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Connections
All external connections 
are 1 1/4"  BSP Female

160kW Heating Output 

Primary circuit temperatures 70 - 50 Deg C

Secondary circuit  temperatures 60 - 45 Deg C

Flow rate - Primary = 7m3/hr - Secondary = 9.3m3/hr

Pressure Drop - Primary = <50kPa - Secondary = <50kPa

Overall Dimensions = 1500mm (W) x 650mm (H) x 325mm (D)

Performance


